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DEAR LEADER:

This clothing unit is'intended as a GROUP PROJECT to be used by both boys

and girls between 14 and 17. It is written to be used as an inforMal dis-

cussion unit with activities outlined in the LEADER'S GUIDE.

Purpose: The purpose of the unit'is to help youth better understand them-

selves and their place io society. Learning what appearance canNcommuni-

cate -is one way to achieve some of this knowledge.

Definition: Clothing is used in the context'of referring'to the TOTAL AP,;

PEARANCE. It includes such items as accessories, hair, make-up, gfo6minga,

posture, mannerisms, facial expression, and clothes. When we view a person,

we see all'of these together as well as the separate breakdown of items worn.

Content: The unit is organized into FOUR parts. The leader may extend this

into.more parts if all the material is-not covered in one discussion session.

This LEADER'S GUIDE contains information and a discussion guide'for each of

the four pai-ts, The YOUTH GUIDE contains an INFORMATION SHEET and an EX-

PERIMENT GUIDE in each of the four parts. The Experiment Guide corresponds

to your Discussion Guide and contains activities and projects for use during

and after the dfiscussions.

Materials Needed:' You will need loads of current magazines to cut out pic-

tures of real life people to use as visuals in Discussion 1, 2,' and 4.

Caution: ThOnformation $resented.is not.to be taken as the final word of

truth on iny subject mentioned. Many research studies are done with limited

groups or,ioeople and the results of the studies are-sometimes trut for that

group in alartieUlar situation but may not be true for all people in all
situation4. 'Challepge the information presented, make your own observations

- , about others 4 and look within your own experiences and those of the youth

you are lead rang to validate the information presented. Read the YOUTH GUIDE .

along with'Our LEADER'S GUIDE so that you can integrate the information,pre-

sented in botA units.

As a LEADER, your main.role is e6 be a consultant. The discussion guide in

each section will guide you in presenting the activities. ,

4

Sincerely yours,

Clothing Specialist

3

...No.
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WHAT C'LOTHING° TELLS

s: 44 A . :,.

t" \ . . .. -

In order to.talk about the meaning of clothing and what,one's appearance can
communicate to others, you must be made aware of the definitions and use of.
three terms that appear throughout this unit. These are CULTURE, STATUS, and

. .

.:

'.,

ROLE. .11 ,,

-

1

, . CULTURE:- Culture can mean "social heredity" or.the things men learn when they
are trained with a particular group of, people (Beals:5), Within,
this broad definition, many, many, groups could be classified as cul-
t s.

N

Your 4-H Club would be a culture.- The United States has one
.

broad culture which cont A cains' any subgroups or cultures. Many of
these groups have characteristics which distinguish them from other
groups, yet all 'the groups will be alike in common values and be

16
havior that,are charac eristicalty American. Americans as a cultural
group will in certain r spects behave and dress differently from Af-
ricans and iapanese, yet because all are humans, Africans, Japanese
and Americans will behave alike in some ways. The notion of a cul-

e
tural system is useful only, when it can be shown to have value in,
predicting and explaining the behavi6r of some group of people
(Beals:20). ,

CULTURE Culture and socjety are different facets of the same thing. (Beals:8)
AND Cultural tradition refers to the ideas, feelings and practices that

SOCIETY: people acquire as members of a socio-cultural group. As members of
a group, people learn what behavior the group considers.right and
wrong. These take the form of FOLKWAYS, MORES, CUSTOMS AND LAWS. All

are sociat norms or habitSw.but they vary according to the degree of
' conformity required and thg:severity of the sanctions used to enforce

them (Horn:66).

For example, in the'United States it is a folkway for a man to wear a
coat and tie to a nice restaurant. If he doesn't, the proprietor may.
not let him enter or if he does go in, people may think he has poor
manners: It is in the mores to wear modest clothes, although the idea
of modesty changes with fashion. Ira girl wears a low-necked dress,
people may raise their eyebrows and wonder about the girl's morals.
It is a custom to wear white to be married. ShOuld a girl wear a
color, people will think she has either been married before or that
she doesn't have the moral' character to wear white. It is shocking
to have a custom brokeR, ever)' though people are no longer aware of
the significance of the custom.

It is a law in the United St.ptes that people wear clothes. One. Would

go to the greatest. extreme in disrupting the social order jf.he went
naked on the street. It wouldn't take too long for him to be put be-

.

hind locked doors. Folkways, mores, customs and laws about how people
should dress and behave vary from culture to culture. For each role ..

there are certain expectations of 'behavior, ever.though many, many,
ways of behavior may be acceptable in any one role.



STATUS; This.is the social.position.of an individual with reference to other
members of a group in his society. One occupies a status. The,in-
dividual-tan hold as many statuses as there ardbrecognized char=ac-

.

teristics of the individual-in his culture. Whether i person is
male or female, young or' old, each of th.ese characteristics has an
associated status. a .

If a-status is ranked, a higher status carries more Prestige. Status.'

is ranked' according to what a culture values. Status symbols, which
.could be,a khaki work'shirt or a mink coat, reveal a person's-ranked
status. Does a khaki work shirt or a mink coat haVe more prestige?
Prestige symbols*in the United States can be success symbols such as
a mink coat, sportscar, or a large house. The social position of a
person can be determined by'pspecific attribute such as money; a .

cluster of attributes such as money, education and good looks; or a
summation of attributes as all the ones mentioned in addition tb the
right kind of taste in clothes and entertainment. j

ROLE: All statuses have attendant roles. Membership in a cultural system
constitutes' what social sci'entists refer to as status, and when people
play the role of member, they interact and communicate. Roteis the
pattern of expected behavior attached to and associated with a par-
ticular status. One success in a status depends, upon how well he
performs the .tole connected with the status. If one'wants to achieve
a new status, he must first master the role.attached to that status,
before he will be fully, accepted by others. For most statuses, there'
is a lot of exibility in what is considered acceptable behay-Lor.
The expect behavior forone role, may be that one conforms too what
other peo e are doing and dress as they do. Another role mayre-
quire that an individual be as different as possible from everyone
else.

When people interact, whether they realize it or not, they evaluate
each other's performance of his role. People may not think about
this process until someone acts in an unacceptable -way. Then every-
body knows people don't have to compare notes that the observed
behavior was out of line. If you see a grandmother in a mini-dress,
you may not 'consider this proper behavior for someone with grandmother
status, but you would consider it a normative pattern of behavior for
a teenager. If the grandmother persisted in wearing mini-dresses,
depending upon her personality, you may either pass her off as an ecc

ecentric and love her for it, or regard her as someone not very_perl ?
ritceptive of what is going on in the world.

FIRST IMPRESSIQNS

One's clothing and appearance arg the first cues we have in determining a
person's status and role. The clothes and way he appears when we see him
tell us the role in which he is invo lved at the moment. f

Impressions mean more when we are meeting someone for the first time. We
use appearance as a tool in forming impressions of Oeople we do not know.
As you meet anyone, you not only develop impressions of him, but he forms
impressions of you. Whether you consciously realize it or not, you cate-
gorize each other according to status and role. Every item worn gives the

1
.
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other Personrcues-as to. what does for a living, how much money
;

he has, what tis interests are, where tie ,is fropland perhaps even- his values

and moods. People usually form impresSicins about another's status anal roles
with a high degree of certainty in feeling that their perception and Ampres-
.sions.are cprrect. Even though.the impression the other person makes about

oyou, or yOu make about him Ls completely erroneous, it is made with this high

degree of certainty and influences "social relationships.

Although the previouS explanation of perception may seem complicated, appear-
'ance is a Short-cut in communicating. We can see at a glance that one woman
is a waitress, so we know her status and expect certain behavior from her and

in response know how to act toward her. All of this action takes place within

a fewseconds and is autOmatic on our part. Therefore; appearance is often an

immediate cue which triggers quick action and thinking on our part of whi-Ch we'

are seldom consciously aware.

IN ORDER TO MAKE VISE DECISIONS IN.CLOTHING PURCHASES AND BEHAVIOR_PATTERNS0 I.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO BE CONSCIOUS OF WHAT APPEARANCE COMMUNICATES IN VARIOUS 'ROLES.

APPEARANCE CAN COMMUNICATE MANY STATUSES AND ROLES

Before we list all the statuses and roles that one's appearance can communica ,

we should understand that almost never would we perceive all of these charac-

terisiids upon first seeing someone. The roles and statuses perceived will
depend somewhat upon the.interests and values of the observer, and;"the par-

titular situation. I ,
.

OCCUPATIONAL STATUS

We refer to-white and blue collar workers. These are old terms. Secretaries-

and college students may dress a lot alike but there, are still subtle differ-
ences that everyone knows about :and cou)d tell you if you asked them. People

usually have an idea of what kinds of clothes are expected In certain jobs or

professions4,-

MEMBERSHIP STATUS IN GROUPS

Blazers or Scout uniforms areexamples of clothing that show membership status.
A gang wears black jackets for motorcycling, and certain other sins and tatoos

identify them. '

SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS

In the United States, there is at present less differentiation of status by

one's clothing than in the past. Designer originals are copied and mass pro-

duced and available in all prices. At one time the mink coat was-, the most

obvious high status symbol. Although a mink coat has lost some-of its'pres-

tige, it is still considered high status by many. Sometimes "reverse snobbery"

is used by very high status peop)e who delight in being "under dressed" and do

not seem to be interested, in= fashionable clothes. '1.

SEX AND AGE ROLE

The kinds of clothes considered masculine and feminine vary with each culture

6



and period in'history.-.Traditionally the American'pale has dressed,very drably
and the woman in the more colorfurclothes., Some research analysts have said
that the United States is at the beginning of a'Peacock Revolution and that
men's clothes will continue to become more colorful and decorative. There is\
also a great emphasis on youth in the United States. We say there are no old
people and for many clothes we make little differentiation in the kind worn
by peop le of any age. 4

ACTIVITY ROLES,

IN
SOmetimes we can tell from the clothing worn what a person is about.to do or
what he is doing. .Special clothes are often Worn for skiing, tennis, gardening,
'wrangling and many other activales. t

ATTITUDES, INTERESTS AND VALUES

These are abstract qualities which may also be communicated by apipehance. The
hippie may hope he is perceived as an individual who is above such trivial in-
terests and values as those related to fashion,,even though the clothing he
chooses identifies him with a hippie norm. They may consider it just as impor-

,

tant to relate their attitudes,.interests and values through their symbols of
bells', flowers and colorful clothes.

MOOD AND PERSONALITY

When individuals are all dressed up or well groomed, we often assume their mood
is high. When they are careless and sloppy, we think the opposie.,.Personality
traits are'perceived and these perceptions sometimes vary with clothes the in-
dividual is wearing. ,Researchs'has round that judging a person's personality by
using appearance as a cue is usually no more.accurate than chance opinion
(Ryan:29), People do use clothing and appearance, however, in perceiving other's
personalities. There is a close, although still poorly analyzed, relation be-,
tween one's pergonality and one's status..

ACCURACY OF IMPRESSIONS

Under ordinary circumstances, one.may be fairly accurate in the perception of
some occupation and group memberships, probably make a better than chante esti -
mate on socio-economic level, and noibetter than chance opinion on personality
characteristics and intelligence. Sine people, however, can dress deliberately
tegive the wrong-first impression.

In forming impressions of ,others, the amount of. agreement among a group of pepple

will determine the total impressions made and will help in determining chat at-
tributes made the impression.

WHAT DETERMINES OUR IMPRESSIONS OF OTHERS

Colors, lines, textures, and types of garments worn influence us. Sometimes the
hairdo will tell us more about a person than his clothing. Our values and
interests also determine what we see in others. , ,

We assume that the way in which we perceive people is .learned and depends upon

7
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our past experiences. For example.. if someone had seen only Indian women wear-
ing saris, then saris would be associated with India and that person may tend
to classify everyone with a dusky skin and black hair who wore a sari; as com-
fing from India.

FAMILY AND FRIENDS 0

ClOthes of a family member or friend do not usually communicate anything to his
in family or friends. The way a friend is dressed may tell] u5, the mood he is

in, whethtr he is tired, or what he is planning to do next. (Dressed for skiing.)
how we.pdrctive people va ies with how well we know them. Our family and friends,
however,..dmay give compl ely different impressions to strangers.

STEREOTYPES

Stereotyping is used by many to classify people. Thus all people of one race,
nation, occupation or other group are.classified as having similar characteristic6
and appearances. The more one knows about the individuals from,these groups, how-
ever, the more the stereotype breaks down; and you see them as unique.

Stereotypes are almost always pictured visually: The clothing and grooming as
well as the body build and coloring are a part of the stereotype. The stereotype
of a college professor is sometimes, a tall, thin pale person, wearing a tweed
jacket and glasses. Stereotypes can blind a person to what is true about another
person.

DISCUSSION 1

(CORRESPONDS TO YOUTH GUIDE, EXPLRIMENT 1 )

The discussion is set up to help the teen become aware of the subtle cues clothing
can communicate about someone.

1. LEARNING ABOUT STEREOTYPES

Clothing Cue Test: This test; is designed to discover the teen's first impress
sions and stereotypes of various roles.

After the test has been given, you can use the pictures to discuss what occupa-
tional groups or roles are appealing to them. .They.may want to talk about their

career plans.

This would be more appealing to,.a group age 16 or older. Usually 13- to i6-year-

olds are not yet concerned witthis. The younger ones may want to diScuss hdw
clothing can help them get a job. They may also want to talk about the clothing
habits of certain gangs or clubs on their age. level.

GIWIG THE TEST
A

Have about 10 pictures of people in various roles. Include.pictures of'people in
occupations which require uniforms s.uCh as waitresses and also .ocCupations where

9
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uniforms are not worn. Include a few of the important youth roles such as,

studeht council president.

Choose pictures of real people (rather than pOsed models) in magazines or

newspapers. Mount these pictures on construction paper. On the back of the

mounting:4for yourown information, indicate the role of the person pictured

on the front.

Show each picture to the group. They,can use their activity guide to record

the impressions. Have them respond in the following way:

a. Write down the role they think the'person pictured represents (i.e., doctor.,

writer, student).

b. Write down the attribute about the'person that made them choose that par:

ticular role.

c. After they have finished looking at all of the pictufes and writing gown

their comments, go back through them with the group and see how many agree-

ments or disagreements there were as to the perceived roles.

. This will usually cause excitement because they, will be anxious to compare

their impressions with others in 'the group.

2. APPEALING ROLES AND JOBS

For. the second part of the dYscussjon, ask which of the roles are,Most ap-

pealing to them, and the, type ofAclothing requiredby these roles.

TRY TO HELP THEM UNDERSTAND THAT:

- Clothing is a are in forming impressi.erg of others.

Impressions made by appearance, and dress have great impact when seeing

people for the first time:

In order to create desired impressjons through dress, the individual

needs to be aware of, the meaning dress communicates to others.

- An individual may be more immediately accepted in a role if he conforms

to the group's expectations of that role.

- Clothing may help the individualimkta adjustments' when changing from

one'role to another and to attairf success in that role.

-'v- Conformity in roles. Everyone con orms to some group of norms in aAl

the various roles he is required to perform. The hippie conforms to

the groups of people he likes. Sometimes the expectation for a role

is to be as different from everyone else as one can be.

3. FASHION COUNT /

I

L

Assignment for: next time,, is to bring to the grdup the results from a Fashion

Count. The form to use and instructions on how, to do-one are in the Youth Guide.

--41me
'9
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Have them find out the norm of dress from the group.they like or dislike
most.

I

Have them decide what they would like to count. BelOW are some ideas.

Length of skirt
Length of hair (boys)
Width of trousers (boys)
A current fad (long sweatshirt')
Kind of shoes

Instruction on a FashiotYCount.

. .

a. Have the teens make the count in groups of two if posslble.

b. Choose a particular place or occasion. (Example: Drive-in,
if School.),hang out there.% School 'dance. School,:

c. Choose.a place to watch. 'An entry or exit is preferred.

d. Observe everyone that goes by or into the occasion being watched.

e. If you are observing hair length on boys, put one mark by the
category he'would fall into.

f. When finished; count'up the marks in each category and put the
totat to the side.

Add up all the totals. In proportion to the total, they will bd
able to see what the greatest number of people are wearing.

Count for as' long as they'haxe the time to count up to a maximum of 45
m1rtutes or 100 people.' If they are pressed for time, have them do it for
about 10.minutes.

10.



VICL U E,S :A.N*10, CLOTHING
4.

,
. .

A-VALUE is something a person considers' important. Values of a group or'

culture are expressed in the feelings, ideas, and ways of life.and ,behavior
peop-le consider very, important. Vathes are what make groups or cultures

$7,--

different from one another. .

. .

As many groups and cultures respond to new circumstances and mingle with

.otter-groups,as they have in the United States, the values that once dis-
tinguished separate groups are often modified and values 'common to all sun-

- vive and characterize people as Americans regardless of the subgroup or cul-

. tur to which they belong.

LUES influence the decisions a person makes. In order to understand how
values influence people's behavior i terms of appearance and the clothes
they wear,. it is imbortant.to identi y what the values are that Americans
have.

AMERICAN VALUES

A more complete list and exptnation of what Americans value is in the YOUTH

GUIDE and will not be repeatedhere; however, a few points of emphasis will
act as a supplement.

Americans value SUCCESS, COMPETITION, EQUALITY, STATUS, and COMFORT. Success

is important and js usually measured in terms of money. Status is achieved

by being successful. Americans work for status and live for comfort. in

order to be successful, you must compete. Anything that gives you an edge
over your competition, you buy. if being,a blond will give you this edge,

you are going to buy it in a bottle. Americans believe that everyone has
tomake it on their own.

Although Americans give status to success and value tompeting with others to
get it, they also want everybody to be successful. Equality as a value says

that everybody has the right to win. We cap't distinguish the bank president's
son or daughter from a laborer's son or daughter when it comes to the kind of
-clothes they wear. Americans value being fashionably dressed, but with mass
produced clothes, we have made it possible for anyone tolachieve this.

FASHION

Fashion is the concept.of the kind gf clothes that people consider.currently
appropriate and express a feeling for the present. Mass fashions are the
most widely accepted versions of high fashion trends. Americans valde the
new and so fashions change rapidly. We like people to dress for the times
and so we look at someone asthough they're "out of it" if they wear dresses
2 inct4s below the knee when the fashion is 4 inches shorter than that.'With
current fOrms of communication, people's ideas of fashionable dress are be-
coming the same all over the world. Some people in the fashion business,say

:we are headed for an international look in dress.

WHAT INFLUENCES FASHION?

Ways of dressing are referred to as more and customs when they incorporate the

. 11
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basic moral and ethical values of a culture. People in the,U!S. wouldn'tt
think

twice about calling someone immoral who went topless) yet some island cultures
.

may not undexstand this "false modesty." Values giiie direction to-thd.kind of
-clothes, that can become fashionable. The things that influence what kinds of.,
clothes are fashionable are listed below.

,

...I ,

Technical 6everopments .

) r , .

The tremendous developments in research have given the world new ynthettc
,

.

fsibers whlch have considerably changed thelcind of clOthes people we r, Modern
heating and cooling allows buildings to be warm in winterehe n the sum-

.._
.mer. Clothes are becoming mol-e for year-round wear.. Airpla 1 has

.

created a deMand'for lighter weight clothing. that doesn't wr , .,..Smaller
families and .higher incomes have,allowed women more time-anfmondy to spend
on ashion.4 Increased speed of communication has made fashion news available,

tigal.ly the whole world.
vox

t Events

Pdlltical happenings, movies, world affairs, art ... these are all reflected
in garments,_ textiles and accessories. The focus on Africa or nations as
developing countries has been reflected in native prints and safari inspired

v-suits and sportswear. The taste of famous people in the news will sometimes
influence mass taste.

Business Regulations

A large number of people's clothing is regulated by their busine4ss or profes-
sion. '(Policemen, waiters; etc.) In otlidkaftpations, the regulations are
l ess.specific and sometimes not verbalizelligut nevertheless binding. 'Sales-

girls, secretaries and professors all are expected by their employwfs and the
public to wear certain kinds of. clothing. The fashiog industry creates fash-
ionable clothing that comes within the acceptable limititfor all kinds of jobs.

Attitudes Toward Youth

In cultures where children and teenagers have been considered miniature adults,
the clothing reflects adult castes and values. At present,. with empha-Sis
upon youth and teenagers as individuals with special needs, the attitude has
been that these individuals should be given freedom of expression. The youth
markei today is what lieeps' fashicin moving.

DO ALL REOPLE VALUE FASHIONABLE DRESS?

Research lies found that interest in fashionable clothes seems to reach,a peak
during adolescence and de4reases with increasing age. Interest increases with

'advances in.socid-econom1d position up to.the highest socio- economic group
where interest in fashionable /clothing is sometimes lower. Those from urban
baikgrounds t ve been found to gene(ally.have a gre ter interest in fashionable
clothes than those froffi more rural backgrounds. an:116)

12



DISCUSSION

(CORRESPONDS TO YOUTH GUIDE, .EXPERIMENT 2) -

1. RESULTS FROM FASHION_COUNTS

tf

Begin ehe,,discussiOn this time by having the group report the results of
the FashiSri Counts., Ask them if they were surprised at the results. They

will probably have some wild outfits and people, to report about.

Keep a brief record of their findings.
--

After the reports have been sufficiently shared with everyone, give them
the following assignment for the next lesson:

Have the boys go to a men's store and talk to the manager or buyer
of teen's clothes. It is good to choose a shop that caters to
campus clothes or ones for the high sthool age group. Have them ,

ask the buyer's opinion of fashion trends. Have the girls go to a
7 'shop that handles clothes for their age group,. They may want some

,oh likelike this to speak to them at their next meeting. If so, at

this time they could make the request.

BY DOING THIS, THEY CAN GET AN IDEA OF WHAT THE STORE STOCKS AND WHAT IS *

SELLING TO PEOPLE THEIR AGE. HAVE THEM COMPARE THEIR FINDINGS WITH THE
RESULTS OF THEFASHION COUNTS.

.

2, HOW CLOTHING EXPRESSES VALUES

The lesson is set up so that hrough the discussion the group becomes more

aware of their in values in, relation to their appearance and dress.

BEING AWARE OF ONE'S OWN VALUES HELPS A PERSON TO BETTER UNDERSTAND OTHERS
AND HIS OWN PERSONAL RECATIONSHIPS,

A. Show picture of.a hippie or other youth who hangs out on the street

barefoot.

Questions to Ask Group

What is your first reaction to this picture? Do you like him/her7' Why or

why not? Does it bother you,, the, way he/she dresses? Why or why not? Do

you think this person has any of the same values you have? If so, what

would they be? Do you think this pergon's clothes and appearaFe represent
what is important to him? What do you think isq

-14
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,Note to Leader

It is' important to let the grpup'arrive at what they think about and see 14

in "the picture. After most of the ideas have been expressed by the group,

you may point out that cleanliness is an American value. We tend-to be

- repulsed by dirty people. If this trait has been associated with, their

discussion of the hippie au.d they dislike the hippie, this. may be one-

reason for it.

Another,American value is responsibility and work. When ,someone does not

have these values, we tend to dislike him. A person's appearance and

Viothes represent individual and group values.

I

B. Show pictures of Current Fashions iri the United States.

Include also pictures. of fashionable clothes that the youth would want CO

wear,, but are not particularly acceptable by their parents or school au-

thorities. Example: Short skirts or king hair on boys if these are problems.
,

Questions to Ask Group

What do you think'of these fashions? Do you or would you wear 'them? Why or

why not? Whatdo your parents or teachers think of these fashions? Do you

feel they have a right to dictate dress to yOu?

Note to Leader

,One of the biggest conflicts youth4,have,is between their own emerging values

in relation to their own group and some of the traditional ones their par-

ents and teachers have for them. There is tremendous pressure on youth to

be a part of 'their group through conformity in appearance. Some feel this

pressqe more than othel,s. A short skirt may have been immoral when the

parents were young, but the young now look at the short, skirt through dif-

ferent eyes. Accordingly, they do not necessarily consider that the moral

sfandard.is being threatened as their parents may think.

C. Show pictures of Current Fashions of the Locality.

`Questions to Ask Group

How many of you wear this? What do you think of its How did this fashion

start? Are there any kinds of. clothes people'wear at your school that are

,rlot very fashionable and yOU might remember as being funny looking?

Note to Leader

After they have expressed themselves on these issues, you may bring out

that being, like the group and conforming are values of tertain'age groups

when people are young: Conformity is usually very important to junior

high school age youth.

14
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Questions to Ask .Group

4
. Do your friends wear the same kind of clothes you do? How are'they

different? -

Notb-to Leader

rI

There isa general trend for persons to choose friends who are similar
to themselves. The evidence for this is strongest and most consistent
for attitudes, values, and social background characteristits. If

clothing' is an expression of these, then one may also tend Co be
initially attracted,to those whose appearance is also similar. Ask,
the group if they agree with these statements:

D. Show pictures of middle class minority groups such as Negro or Mexlcan.

Ques,tions to Ask Group

Do you feel their dress in any way reinforces prejudices that people
may have? (if any exist?)

Note.to Leader
i

The groups may more readily accept minority groups in their school if
they follow the dress norms of the majority. It is easy Co like those
most like ourselvesaut often difficult to take time to understand
'those who are different in beHaVior and appearance. Ask the group
whether they think individuality is being ,destroyed by all dressing
more or less alike.

.4
E. Showpictures of low-income minority

,

Questions to_Ask Group

Does this picture represent a very important issue in the United States
today? Why is this issue so important to American values?- Would as
person want to wear what middle income people are wearing?

Note to Leader

Americans value equal-ity and tolerance of minority groups. ..These values
are reflected in the United States Constitution. You may bring out, here

_that there are no laws in the U.S. which prohibit a poor person or some-
one with low status from dressing like a person with a higher position
insociety.

F. Show pictures of British or French Youth.

Questions to Ask Group

Would you tolerate this kind of dress bn a friend of yours? Why or

15 -
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why not? Why would it be OK for the trench and not OKfor an American
to wear this? Would you choose this person for your friend?

Note to Leader

. .

They may accept a person rom another country who dresses in the norms
of their country. They.kn that thig- person will go back and be a
part of his own culture w re he is accepted. If this same person
stayed in the United State , however, there would probably be.pressure
to change his dress standar to the culture he adopts. Distinctive
ways of dressing can be identified in most cultures and individuals
learn by social approval what clothing patterns are valued and accepted
in each culture.

3 ADVERTISING AND VALUES 4;

.

Show current'advertisim9 in magazines (Ad of "Blonds Have More Fun"
or of clothes; shaving lotion or cologne.)

Questions to Ask'Group

What values are the advertisers appealing to so that you want, to be
a blond and subsequently buy, their product? Can you think of any other
advertising that uses something you value as an appeal to-buy?, Do you
think advertising influences the way you dress?

Note to Leader'

People buy.things"that will help them be successful. Advertisers-

appeal to youth by encouraging them to buy the Rind of clothes and .

products that wi-11,41arantee them success in the roles they play. .

This naturally appeals to the broad,value of success that Americans
have.

Ass ignment

In their Activity Guide, there is a suggestion for making a Notebook.
of Advertising from magazines. Refer to the Activity Guide for the

\4 details.

4. AMERICAN VALUES COMPARED TO VALUES OF OTHER CULTURES

'Refer to the Activity Guide for the instruttions on how to do the
notebook, and the example given. National Geographic Magazines con-
tain excellent information and pictures of different peoples and
cultures all over the world. If they use this magazine, however; they
will probably not want to.cut out the picture and ruin the magazine.
In this case encourage them to bring the magazine to class the next
time it meets. The example given below of the Masai of Africa would
be one group of people they could find out more about and include in
a notebook.
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Masai of Africa

The .Mas.ai are aAroup of people with a way of lifeand.values that

are different from Americans. Their clothing and appearance is an

expression of their values. The Masai live in East Africa and are

cattle herders.' Their whole world revolves around their cattle.

Status is ranked by thenumber of cattle a person owns. The Masai

value cattle so much that they use their products for many, things.

They,d-rink the milk, on occasion drink the blood and put cattle

dung in their hair to make elaborate:hairdos. TheiT clothing re-

flects these values.

17
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HOW OTHERS YOU
How others see you and your evaluation of other's attitudes todard.you in ad-
dition to'your own feelings of personal worth are all .a function of something
called your SELF CONCEPT. Your self concept is the feelings and attitudeis:
you have about yourself, your appearance, abilities, failings, and t6e,tdtal.
organization of characteristics which you per.ceive as distinguishing yosarself
as an individual (Ryan:82)

A PERSON'S SELF CONCEPT DOES NOT ALWAYS AGREE WITHHOW OTHERS SEE HIM

/
The Self Concept may or may not agree with the peron as,Seen,by ogler people,
One may consider himself vet well dressed by his-standardsland others may
consider him about average their standards.. lf,a person is criticized
about his appearance or fe Is he is inappropriately dressed, he may feel shame,
and this affects his whole self concept. It is difficult to admit shame to one-
selfbecause it is hard to reco gnize that one has mistakenly asturried the way

, others will respond to oneself( An experience of,,shame can be altered only in
so far as there is some change in that aspect of.the self. I

ASPECTS OF THE SELF

Thee are many aspects of the self. At one time, one aspect of the self is
perceived and 4,t anther time, another aspect. One day, .dressed in certain
clothes and grpomed in a certain way, one may perceive hiTself as being very
fashionable and at another time may see himself as ordinary; yet, this person,
may always be consistent in thinking himself neat about lisif clothes (Ryarl:84).

CORE OF SELF

Every individual has a Core Self which is his truest, strongest, de epest self.
This self is strongly tied up with his values. Most people's core includes a

'strong feeling of worth and adequacy. rf a person's clothing is criticized
or he feels inappropriately dressed, he may NO shame and do something to
change this aspect of his self. One incident like this, however, may not
seriously shake his core feeling of worth

%.4

-

While a person may always consider himself neat in appearance, he may at the
same time see this as a more trivial aspect of himself in relation to his total 1
values. The fact that he 14 honest and loving may be closer to his core of 4
values and more important than always being neat. A person then has a hierarchy
of values which he arranges in importance, the more important ones: closer to

shis core self and taking precedence when a decision is made. We Will call a\
person's core his Ideal Self.

IDEAL SELF

Living up to one's Ideal Self is important in maintaining self respect and the
respect of others. The failure to live up to one's expectations of oneself is
related to a whole cluster of ideals. Usually this includes failure to live
up to one's own and the groyp's standards of performance. In "The New Dress,"
Virginia Woolf; a novelist, shows how one incident of wearing something can
represent or symbolize what one's life has been up to;that moment.

elt was"not only that Mabel's new yellow dress, so carefully
contrived with the little dressmaker,-stood out at*MrS. Dalloway's

8
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party as'conspicuous, ridiculous, 'not right.' Since it was not

right, it made Mabel question her feeling' for Miss Milan, who

4 had made it, and her awn earlier happiness in the making of it;

it made her question her 'safe' marriage to Hubert, her 'fretful,

weak, unsatisfactory' motherhood, her 'Wobbly! feeling as a wife;

her awn appal ling--inadequacy; her cowardice; her imean,water

sprinkled blood"' (Lynd:53).
ti

The wearing of something`that Mabel thought would be a hit and wasn't brought

to Mabel's mind all kinds of associations that represented f'ailure in her life.

She had failed to live up to her self image. The one wearing of the yellow

dress and its accompanying failure represented every failure she had ever'had.

How many times do young people make or buy clothes for themselves and hate

them after they are4worn once?

SELF CONCEPT AND ROLE

Every role a person plays influences his self concept, and in turn, a person's

self concept influences the roles he chooses to play. SOCIALIZATION IS A CON-

TINUOUS PROCESS OF LEARNING TO ABANDON OLD ROLES AND SELF CONCEPTS AND TO AC-

QUIRE NEW ONES. Certain clothing may make playing a role easierIthus influenc-

ing the self concept positively.

ROLE INDIVIDUALITY

The tenUency is for most people to conform to the role expectations of the;

culture. If one-rejects the roles, prescribed in favor of more indfMidualized

behavior, one tends to isolate himself from his immediate culture.

. When the cultural expectations are for variation rather than conformity, it is

easier to follow more individual values or to be oneself. For example, tie ex-

pect the scientist and fashion designer to be innovaters; therefor the.kind

of clothing they w t to wear can be pretty much up to them 'ndt dictated

by traditional cult ral expectatiOns.

THE SELF IS CHALLENGENYBY.NEW 'ROLES

The picture one has of hkmself changes every time he takes on a new role. Know-

ing what clothing is appropriate flier the new role makes it easier in the initial

change from one role to another. If the youth who has filled only the role of

s $ident becomes student council president, his new role may demand "dressier"

clothing that would be worn on meeting days and command the respect of the other

students.

YOUTH ROLES CHANGE RAPIDLY

Young peoples' roles change rapidly until they become .adults. This is one

reason the young often exp Oment with their appearance and are constantly
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trying out new dress styles, -cosmetics, shaving lotions or haircuts. They are
searching fcir 'a SELF CONCEPT they can be comfortable with and whi-ch fits the
changing roles in which they find themselves (Wax:591).

THEORIES IN REGARD TO SELF CONCEPT AND CLOTHING

Clothing is one of the means by which we bolster our self esteem and seek accept-
ancefrom others.` One researcher, Ryan, has theorized the following:

- The less favorable the over-all self concept, the greater
the interest in clothes as well as the felt' need for clothes.

- The individual who is unsure of himself or has low self-esteem,
especially in a social situation, will place more emphasis on
the importance of clothes thaniwill the individual who is self
assured socially.

- Those highest on a status scale would have less interest than
those below, and those who are moving (or want to move) to a
higher status would' show increased concern over-flgthing:

- In considering age differe9ces, the period of g4&st concern
PM clothing would be durintadolescence when there is greatest
concern over being accepted" by the group and new roles axe 'cori-
stantly challenging one's self concept.

- The individual would be more, concerned with his appearance in
the social situation in which he was unsure of his acceptance .

, than in the social situation in. which he was with friends.

DISCUSSION 3
°Y r.

4CORRESPONDS TO NAM GUIDE, EXPERIMENT 3)

The discussion is set up to help the youth to better understand how he sees
himself and how others see him:.

Before this discussion begins, ask that the notebooks assigned in Discussion
be passed around so that they can atl take a look at the kind of work each
member,is doing. If any one member would like to make a short report,on the
cl'othing of another Culture, correlatin2"iewith the values of that culture,
encourage him to do sii.%

t

I

RATING SCALE
t

The activity of Discugtsion 3 centers around a RATING SCALE reproduced the
YOUTH GUIDE. This scale requires thtt 'each individual in the group would rate
himself, and,every.individual the group rates each other.

y 4
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The slips for evaluating others thlt are reproduced in the YOUTH GUIDE, should

be7cut up by each member. The following is an example of one filled Mt:

Name of person yOu
are evaluating Joe

Well Dressed 3..

Face and Build
or Figure 2

Individuality 2

Confidence 3

A? Questions to Ask Group

Introduce the rating scale by asking Oe.group if,they have ever wondered
what other people thought of them. Ask if they are concerned with the kind

- of impressions they make on others. Ask them why? Ask if they have any

way of knowing about this impression'and if so, how?

B.. Procedure for Rating Scale

, 'Explain the RATING SCALE to them. Tell them they can find out what others
really think of them in certain ways. Their answers will be kept private

. and no one will'know but them. After the test, tell them that you will

discuss the meaning of their results.

(a) They should use the RATING SCALE IN THEIR ACTIVITY GUIDE and in the
first two columns circle the number which describes how they would
evaluate themselves and how they think the group would evaluate them.
Use the EXPLANATION OF RATINGS SHEET-to help explain what each number

A
means.

(b) Qn the SLIPS they have cut up they should make a separate evaluation,
one slip for each member in 'the group. After they are finished, have

a SMALL-BOX for each person in the group with his name 'on it. Have.

each person put each slip in the different box which belongs to each

person. If it is a large group, you can have a large box and sort

each person's slips yourself.

(c) Return to each person all slips which belong to him. He can them sum-
marize these and circle the average score in the third column on his

RATING SCALE.

_t
C!' Each member should now have three columns of scores recorded on his RATING

SCALE. They can now compare their evaluations of themselves with how they

thought the group would rate them and how the group actually rated them.

PERMIT THEM TIME TO LOOK AT THESE.

21
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.1. WHAT THEIR EVALUATION RESULTS MEAN.

Ratings Coincide

Most of the group will have the ratings on each item coincie in ALL THREE
COLUMNS. That means the person's rating 'of himself was the same with his
estimate of how the group would rate him and how ;hey actually rated hilt '

,This indicates the-person has realistic picture of himself and how of rs

see him.
I I 4.00

Ratings'Don't Coincide
.1

Here you will usually have tdoiextremes. (1) The person who rated himself
' very poorly will usually be rated higher by the group. This will-give him

an ego boost to know that the group thinks more, of him than he thinks of
himself. (2) The other extreme may be the person who rated himself much

higher than the group did. The evaluation will give him a more realis,tic

picture of how others, see him

Situations Which Influenced the Way They Were-Rated

All groups may not rate Tie person in the sameway. It was' found that:

:(Ryan:1954)

- An individual who rated himself high or whom(the group
rated high on one scale tended to be rated high on all
the scales, regardless of whether the rating was true.

- The degree to-which the group was acquainted with the
individual had an effect on the rating. The closer the
acquaintance, the higher the group rated this person on
being well dressed. There was also a tendency for a
person'to rate himself higher if he was well known by
the group.

- The person well liked by the gro p tended to Tate himself
higher and the group tended to ive him a higher ratIng
on all the scales than the rson who was not liked.

- The person from a large town and high economic level 4.nded
to be rated hi.ghe'r on the well dressed scale by both the',

. group and himself than did the person from a small town
or lower economic level.

ASK THE GROUP IF THESE INTERPRETATIONS HAVE HELD TRUE FOR THEM.

2. IMPROVEMENT PLAN

In order for the youth to write down a definite plan for improvement, give
them ideas by having a discussion on experiences they have had that may
have influenced their SELF CONCEPT.
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Posit4ve Self Image Questions to Ask
, -

Have you been i n a situation where You felt what you had on was "justo.he

right thing to 'wear?" In fact, you felt what you were wearing gave you

more confidence. Tell about one situation like thiS and describe what you
were wearing and why you think it gave you confidence. What did you think

other people were thinking of you?
s.;

Note tO Leader: Many such positive experiences increase one's selfesteem
and security.

Negative Self Image Questions to Ask

Have you ever been in a situation when you felt what you were wearing was

not appropriate? What were you wearing? What thoughts were going through

your mind? What did you think other peopJe thought of you? What did this

have to do with'the way you felt? .

Note to Leader: If.a person is able to relate an experience about himself
that is negative, this may indicate that the SELF has been challenged, and
as a result of the experience, the person moves in the direction of the
challenge, and changeS.

3. MORTANT'ASPECTS OF THE. SELF

Find out what aspects of the self the group c6nsi.ders really important,
suchas what kind of things, they feel determine a person's worth. Have

them write these down on their Activity Guides in the spaces allotted.

Final Questions

Do you feel that people who pay. too much attention to their, Appearance have

a shaky Self Image?

1
Are the most popular people in your school also the ones who wear the nicest

clothes?

If not, what kind of clothes do the most popular ones wear?

Who wears the nicest clothes?

What aspects of the self are most important to the most successful people at
your school?
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YOWRSELF
ROLE AND PERSONALITY

The roles one plays'influeoce one's personality.. Personality isfwhat deter-

Tines the unique way a role is interpreted. .Iersonality in relation to role
'is especially crucial rinvidolescence because during this times roles are

constantly changing a the personality becomes more stabilized. The clothing

an adolescent chooses can often' be a symbol of personality conflict and his

role playing will show this in the way he dresses.

WHAT IS PERSONALITY?

Among the young, you often hear that this person has "lots of personality',' and
that person has "almost no personality."' First it must be uridprstood that
everyone has a personality but some personalities are more likable than are

A others. Although personality can be defined in several ways, we will define
personalfty as the description of an individvall',5 typical behavior in the roles
he most frequently 'assumes.

WHAT GIVES A PERSON HIS PERSONALITY?

A large part of one's personality is acquired from other individuals. Every

human being is a Unique combinat(on of genetically inherited ,traitp and goes
through a unique (in however small degree) sequence Of social experiences. l

One's personality is the, end result, of this complex set of events.. Ount:xili)
In this sense, every human being Is unique and different from every olher person.

FREUDIAN THEORY OF PERSONALITY

This theory of personality will be used to explain behavior since it deals with
stress and strain in the personality that often takes plade during adolescence.
(Hall:3ff) This theory can help explain why some youth dress the way they do
when dealing with conflict within their ownersonalities.

ID, EGO, SUPEREGO sr

. .

Freud divided the personality into three major systems, the id, ego and superego,
He said that behavior is nearly always the product of an interaction among these
three systems, an that they interact so closely with' one another, it is dif-

ficult if not impossible to always weigh the contributions of each behaviOr.

Id

The id system of the personality operates by'the pleasure principle. Its aim

is to avoid pain and obtain pleasure. The aim of the id is to satisfy instincts-
and impulses which arise out of a bodily need. The aim of-the id is to satisfy
that need and obtain pleasure. The id represents the inner wotiyi Of subjective:.
experience and has no 1.nowledge of objective reality. The id ii unable to sat-
isfy a need on its own. It can only experience the need and wiOh it to be'sat-

isfied. A newborn infant is mostly id. The id is without valuVs, ethiq. or
morals. The id will feel the need to be protected from the elements, to be
comfortable and have sexual wishes. The id has no means of satisfying these

wishes by itself and needs the ego to make them a' reality.
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Ego

The ego operates by the reality principle:* It puts into reality the wishes of

-.the id. If the id Ijshes to be protected from the elements, to be comfortable,-

and have sexual expeHehce, the ego will translate these wishes intoreality.

In terms Of clothing, the ego could satisfy these wishes to a certain extent.

The ego will give the body clothes for protection -,warmth for example - it

will givehe body clothes that are comfortable -ones that do not bind, and

finally the ego may make the sexual experience al'eality by giving the person

sexy clothes to wear.

However, as life becomes more complicated, a child gradually learns that it

cannot- always have what it wishes and must sa4ifice some pleasures or even

'put up with pain to.get others. In this mespect the ego is said to be the

executive of the personality'because it
,decides what instincts will be sat-

, isfied and in. what manner,

Superego

The superego is the social Component of personality. 'It is the internal re-

preSentative of traditionalovalues and ideals of society. ,The superego is the

moral' arm of the personality.- For example, if the id expressed sexual desire,

the ego may translate this into suggestive clothing but the superego would say

"No, this is not acceptable or mOral, you want others to think you are.a nice

person."' If the person,had a strong superego, more modest clothing) would be

worn and the instincts would have to be gratified in some other way.
100,10

The superego represents the ideal rather than the real and strives for per-

fection rathdr than pleasure. One of the main functions of the superego is to

inhibit the impulses'of the id, particularly those sexual nature since this

impulse it one, most highly controlled by society.

;

Clothes that ,are interpreted to-be "sexy" bythe super go would vary with the

fashions and how society interprett modesty. During Vi torian times, the super-

ego would interpret showing the ankles as giving in to the id Today the ankles

are not considered a sex symbol so the superego would nof'place restrictions on

leaving hem uncovered. Today ihq short4nini skirt could be sanctioned by the

tsuperego Adepading upon how Modest it was considered by a particular groug or

Culture. i '

e
a

HOW DOES A PERSONALITY' MATURE?

In raising a child, the parents teach lte chifd"the.moral code and the traditional

_values and ideals of society in which the child is raised. They do this by re-

warding the child when he does the right thing and punishing him when he does

wrong. A reward is anything that reduces tension. A piece of candy, ,a smile or

a kind word Can be an effective reward. A punishment is anything that increafes

tension, It may be a spanking, a disapproving-look or a harsh word. In this

way the morals of the parents become that of the child., (Hall:15)s

As aschild matures, ,society and its norms and sanctions,. replace those of the,

parents.' In this way the superego is developed and bellevitir is channeled in a

manner that is acceptable to society. Theperson who has developed a rea-

sonable superego will have problems. In this way the person learns what kinds

of clothes are acceptable and which kinds are nut.

25
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IDENTIFICATION (
The child uses identification in becoming the kind of person he wants to be.
Identification is the methodiby which a parson_rakes over the features of
another person and likes theth a corporate part of his personality. At first
the child identifies; with his parents. As he grows bider, he finds other
people to identify,with----those whose accomplish ents are more in line with
his current wishes. Each peribd_qf growing up telUs to have its own.charac-

- , teristid identification figure.,
S. .

'models are Chosen

By identification, a person leaps to reduce tension because the person chooses
as a model someone, that seems to be more successful An gratifyinglitheir needs
than he is. It is not necessary to identify with someone in every respect. A.
youth usually ivorporates ancj1 selects just those featu?es which he believes wilr
help him achieve a desired goal. There is usually.a good deal bftrial and error
in the identification process because one is usually not quite sure what it is
about another person that accounts for their success. (Hall:19)* Thus, a boy
or girl, may copy the most popular person at school in dress and manner; and in
this way hopes to achieve some of the success of that person.

Numerous IdegtificatLons Take Place

The''final persbilality structure represents An accumulation of numerous identi-
fications, made at various periods of a person's life. Identification is also
a ma-thind by which one may regain an object that has beeh lost. Children who
have been rejected by their parents tend to have.strongidentifiCations with
_them in the hope of regairting their love. During the teen years, identification
figures can be a 'popular person, a teacher, a) famous person or any number of
successful people. NThe teen may first identify by copying the mannerisms add
dress of the person.. Often girls and boys will try to imitate young mala and
female film stars.

Needless to say, most of this identification takes place unbnsciously and not
as it may sound with conscious intention, so if you ask a young person with
whom he identifies, he probably won't know what you are talking about. Because
of this, indirect methods are needed to obtain this information. Some of these
methods are suggested fbr activities in the discussion section.

DEFENSE MECHANISMS

If the id becomes too threatening, the ego erects defense mechanisms against
the id. These are the measures the ego is forced to take to relieve the pres-
sure of excessive anxiety. The teen years are times of instabiiiity when pres-
sures often create anxiety. Anxiety is a state* of tension. When the ego can-
not cope with anxiety by rational methods, it has to fall back on unrealistic
ones. These unrealistic ones which are called defenses, deny, falsify or dis-
tort reality, and they operate dhconsciously so that the person is. not aware of
what is taking place. (Hald:22)*

Some of the ego defenses feat occur are IDENTIFICATION, DISPLACEMENT, RATIONAL-
IZATION, PROJECTION, REACTION-FORMATION, REPRESSION, REGRESSION, OVER-COMPEN-
SATION, and INSULATION. Each of these is given another name in the Youth Guide. -

*From PERSONALITIES AND CULTURES, edited by Robert Hunt.
Copyright 0 1967 by Robert Hunt. Reprinted by permission of
Doubleday & Company, Inc.
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These appear in parentheses after
OP
each dffinition below.

`Identi.fication has already been discussed in Telation to personality develop-

ment; However, a person can also use identification as a method of avoiding

reality. He may take on superfidially the dress and mannerisms of another

person without the meaning behind them becdming a part of his personality.

(The Conforiner or Copier)

Displacement occurs when an original choice of an instinct is unattainable and

another choice is made.until-an ojbect is fouhd to give relief from pent-up,

tension. °These are sometimes called second chOice substitutes. If a person

has neither the figure nor looks to wear some kinds of fashionable clothes, . -

that person will have to find other clothes that look well on his figure and

give something of the same satisfaction that the original garment would have.

Although displacement is responsible for the uniqueness and variation. in per-

sonalities, it can also be used in a way that is unacceptable to society.

(The Flirt)

Rationalization is the disapproval of one's own actions buf justifying them

in one3s own eyes with an explanation that makes it'seem right. (The Excuse

Giver)

Projection is blaming one's own weaknesses on someone or something else. In

dress, a girl wearing a longer skirt but who really would like a mini skirt,.

may call attention in a derogatory manner to another girl who is wearing tight

clothing. (The Projector)

Reaction-Formation involves the replaceMent of an impulse that causes anxiety

to the person by an opposite impulse. A person who hates someone may feel

anxious because of those feelings and when that person is around show love.

Usually this defense is marked by extravagant showineSs. An extravagant show-

iness in clothes and amount of clothes owned by a person may indicate deep

inferior feelings. (Cover Up)

Repression occurs when an object-choice that arouses undue anxiety is forced

out of the conscious into the qhconscious. For example, a disturbing memory

may make a person not see something that is in plain sight. A son who has

repressed hostile feelings towards his father may. express these hostile feelings'

against other symbols of authority. He may wear the clothes and symbols of

rebel groups or deliberately choose clothes that are unacceptable by his teachers'

at school. (The Not-Interested Person)

Regression is the fixation of development or retreating to an earlier stage

of development upon encountering a traumatic experience. Fixations and regres --

siOn are responsible for the uneveness in personality development. The overly

dependent person exhibits defense by fixation; anxietyprevents him from learn-

ing how to become independent. A child frightened on his first day at school

may reg'ress and cry. In clothing, this may be shown by the boy or girl who

is happy in summer camp and. does not want to leave. After school starts, if

the experiences are at first not as happy as they were at camp, this person

could continue to wear camp clothes even though they may not be entirely suit-

able for.all the activitiesin which he participates. (The Clock Stopper)
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vercompeneation Making up'for feelings of inadequacy through the'us-e of -

clothing that can give one more. securi,ty or a higher status, (One Who Feels
Inadequa,te)

111,-

Insulation is withdrawal by a person from society. This person sloes not
to be involved'in life'because he is afraid,so he hides behind drab or ugly
clothes. He wants to dg anything but call attention to himself. (The Loner)
(It's Safe to be Ugly)

Do These Defenses Last Forever?

The defenses camouflage the individual and often lead to inaccurate judgements
made by others on the basis of appearance. Clothing can be used iv defense or
enhancement of the self. The defenses are used especially by teergers because
of the instability of the personality at this period in life. The.4fenses may
be used for a period of time until they are no'longer needed and.the:personality
has learned.methods of coping with the anxiety and matures, or the defenses can
hang on:'aA)..hinder the personality from further development in a certain area.

, a

- DISCUSSICN 4-

(CORRESPONDS TO YOUTH-GUIDE, EXPERIMENT 4)

1. WITH WHOM DO YOUTH iDENTIFY

Clothing is often used by youth to identify with a group of people the same age.,
Being like,the group offers a solution for-an insecure time growing up.

1

A few days before the discussion, find out what kind .6.1-f people,the group admires.
Do they have heroes or heroines? You can find this oUt by talking with youth.
Examples wobld be personalities who are famous athletes, singersmovie.stars,
fashion models, TV stars, scientists or politicians.

(a) Using current magazines, cut out pictures of 10 young peoplle who are famous.
Try to get large pictures that show most of the person and some of the
clothes they wear. Mount these pictures on construction paper and number
them.

(b) Show each picture one by one. For each pictu're, ask them if they can
identify the group and secondly ask their opinion of th0 clothes they
are wearing. They have a space in their Activity Guide to record their
answers.

Example:

Identify Famous Person Your Opinion About Their Clothes .

Members oA the Monkems Like wakhain wenn
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Of all the ones shown, have them record which one they liked best. There

is-a space in their Activity Guide for this.

(c) After they have finished their lists, have them think about the people they

o
have admired. Have them write down the name of one person. they admire very

,much and what,they admire about this person. (Space for recording this is

in Experiment 4.)

Next have them write down the name of one person they especially.admire for
the wait he!d.fiesses. Have them record this in their Experiment Guide and -

explain-what they like about the person's appearance. .

Note to Leader: After they have completed their Writing, you may want to

tell them how identification is used by.young people in achieving their goals,
Reread the section on Identification and tell them how this takes place with
young people. This is one way the young canetry out roles that appeal to

them. They may recognize themselves -, even Lf it is a tiny'part in the

famous personalities they admire. By choosing one person to model them-
selves after and not another, they are learning which roles are important

to them. Since clothing is often one of the overt symbols of identify-
ing with another person, it is often the first thing about someone admired

that is.copied. Often very popular students at school are copied.

2. STUDYING DEFENSE MECHANISMS

Ask the group if they. all have met the person at school who act§ very uninter-
ested in clothes or dresses beautifully and claims to spend no time at all

thinking about clothes.

On the Youth Information Sheet 4 are descriptions of youth who Rave not success-
fullx met the dress requirements for their Tole. They may be using defenses or

are not looking at themselves the way other people do. These defenses may show

up in the kind of-clothing they wear.

(a) From current magazines, cut out pictures to illustrate each person destribed

in the Youth Guide. Show each picture and ask if they could bring you up to
date on how this person would dress in the school they attend.

.(b) Ask them to write down these descriptions in their Activity Guide 4 where
space has been provided. Have them list the outstanding kinds of clothes

they may wear. Example: Hair dirty, not set, messy clothes. They may want

to hand these in for you to summarize.

(c) Ask them whether these people ever had trouble getting along with others or
had trouble with relationships at school.. If so, could they do anything to

help this person feel more accepted?

3. PLAYING A ROLE (Optional)

This is a good activity to help them to evaluate defenses and roles. It will

take'a certain amount of "acting" on your part because you will have to make a
role.seem realistic for a short period of time.
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lbylet: You tell the group you want them to
new teacher. You are coming to apply
supposed to decidewhether you are the

be the hiring board for a
for.the job and they are
person for the job.

Go out of the room and pdl.on clothes that will be somewhat
appropriate for the A bOt not really sharp. For example,

your dress could be fashionable but your shoes are spike heels
and your hair is not fixed. You may want to wear some inap-
propriate jewelry and 'carry an "old lady purse." You could

dress to look like the 1950's Your appearanceshould be in-
appropriate but NOT ridiculous.

It is important for the group to react to y
you what is wrong with your appearance
gradually if you are patient. Yob may want t
you and get the conversation going this way.
by getting them to tell_ you what appropriate d
is. Do they haveiexpectations i.n this matter?

YOUTH AND JOB ROLES

To explore the importance of appearance in fulfilling job
want to develop role playing situations for the group to en
they are interested in getting. This is an important proce
yourself." For details .cn this project, refer to the Penny'
Forum, Fall, 1968, which contains the series, Finding, Getting

u. Let them tell
they will do it
hem to interview.
End the session
ress for teachers lk

roles, you will
act for jobs
ss in "finding

s Publication
and Kee in
for furs era Job. Refer to the cited reference sheet in the Youth Guide

information.

pr
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DEAR YOUTH:

This clothing unit has been written to help you better understand yourself
and your place in society. It should also help you become more aware of
human relationships. This material is intended for use by groups of young
men and women between 14 and 17. It should be used as a GROUP PROJECT with
-an adult leader acting as a consultant.'

WHY TALK ABOUT WHAT CLOTHING COMMUNICATES? Reserch has found that people
are usually fudged by appearance in first impressions whether they know it

c,js_not'and whether they like it or not. You can find out what CUES people
use in making these judgements. PeipOle also use clothing to manipulate

other people.

We will useithe word clothing in reference to the TOTAL APPEARANCE. It

includes such items as accessories, hair, make-up, grooming, posture,
mannerisms, facial expreksion and clothes. When we view a person, we see
all of these together as well as the separate breakdown of items worn.

Some of you may respond hesitantly to a clothing unit by thinking But I'm

snot that interested in clothes." People vary in their interest in clothes.

a

Some research has found THAT interest in clothes is greatest duri
il

g adoles-

cence; THAT people who have a high interest in their appearance ire more
'socially oriented than those who have a low interest; THAT a person who is
self assured socially will probably not place quite as much impor ance on
clothing as the person who is not.so sure of himself socially; TH T people
of a higher socio-economic status have more interest in clothes d more

awareness of their significance than do people of Ick4er social c Os.

.Content: Your u it includes an INFORMATION SHEET and EXPERIMEI f1 UIDE. The

Information Shee are to be read before and after the discussion . They

will help to answ r some questions you may have. The Experiment uide is

for you to use d ring the discussions and after. It is meant td give you
experiences in understanding what appearance communicates. ,

`Caution: The research reports are NOT to be taken as the firiA word of

truth on any subject. Many of the findings are still theoretical and not
necessarily true for all groups of people. Challenge the information pre-
sented and most of all MAKE YOUR OWN OBSERVATIONS ABOTrrOIHERS AND
LOOK WITHIN YOURSELF AND YOUR OWN EXPERIENCES TO SEE IF THEY AGREE WITH THE
INFORMATION PRESENTED.

r-

Sincerely yours,

Clothing Specialist
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.
Clothing and Appearance Speak a Silent and Subtle Language.

Clothes are an expression of social behavior; they develop within a social

situation.

Clothes arj an important way of helping you figure out other people.

Clothing identifies: ROLE, JOB, SEX, AND AGE.

4

What First Impressions Tell

ROLE - A person plays a role in each social relationship he enters. One

is therefore likely to play many roles during the day. Role play-

ing makes up much of one's everyday behavior. Many times roles
overlap. Common roles are student, doctor, a friend, boy scout,
skier and sister. We can often identify a role by the appearance'
and clothing of a person.

JOB - Some researchers consider a job as one of many roles. We will de-
fine a job, however, as a specialized occupation at which a.per'son
makes a wage or salary. Most jobs have certain dress expectations.
Examples are waitress, professor or construction worker.

APPEARANCE EXPECTATIONS ARE MORE DEFINED FOR SOME ROLES AND JOBS THAN OTHERS.
We may have a slightly more definite Idea of how a waitress should dress than
we do for a college professor.

7
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YOUTH INTERPRETATION

OF ROLE S
w 'ftfp

PLIES. VERSUS JOBS
Some researchers distinguish precisely between the definitions of job and

role. McLuhan said that unlike a job, a role is total: one assumes it,

identifies completely with it, steps into it. He also said that today's

young aren't interested in jobs that mean fragmented, specialized work, but

are interested in roles in which they can participate, become totally in-

volved. You participate in a role and dress accordingly. You cannot*par-

ticipate in a job; YOU WORK AT A JOB WEAR A UNIFORM '( McLuhan 1968:166)

Whether this uniform is 4 business suit or white dress makes little differ-

ence, it is still requiredby the job.

Another researcher said that dressing for a job came after the industrial

revolution when a large class of business people emerged. Before:that time:

man dressed more for a role such as a ruler, scholar, man of God, or leisure

clasS gentleman. Today's businessman does not dress for his role as a mans

he dresses for his job. A lawyer will think of himself first as a lawyer,

then las a man. Men are people who wear uniforms and women are imprisoned

in fashion. Today's youth are rebelling against the rigid dress require -

imposed by jobs. They are interested in being men and women first and

are dressing for such roles as motorcyclist, surfer, hippie, rebel, etc.

Today's youth feel freer to dress in terms of how they think about themselves

(Dich{ter:42-3). This attitude influences dress of all Americans.

SEX AND ACE
SEX Clothes usually identify the sex of an individual. We associate skirts

and longer hair for girls and trousers and shorter hair with men. The

hippie generation has changed this association. Sharp differences which

marked the past are diSappearing. Men and women are .dressing more alike.

They share hairstyles. Men wear jewelry. Men are interested in scents,

hair dyes, and cosmetics. Today men's and women's feelings about them-

selves are becoming much alike. This is being expressed in more similar

dress (M4Luhan 1968:155).

AGE - In the past we associated certain kinds of clothes as appropriate for

different ages of people. Age boundaries have weakened andtaday all

clothes are for the young the young-young and the older young.

,wiseau7Ek*immams
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1- 0V ARE IVPRESSIONS IFCR.11E10
Your past experiences with a role, job or group give you the visual image of
the expected dress of certain roles or jobs.

When people c9nform in their dress to others with whom they associate, the
total group presents a role or job image to others.

Example: The dress of the hippie is well recognized. Whenever you see
someone in such dress, you assume he is a hippie. Your pas
experience with people dressed this way has told you thaty
can rely on this clothing cue.

. Your values and ikereits influence how you see others and the judgements
you make about them.

STEREOTYPES
These are images you have of the way people in certain roles or jobs should
look and act. You have seen how the image of the hippie may be a stereo-
type. Stereotypes can often lead to prejudice. You can check prejudice by
shunning labels and committing yourself to personal'involvement wIth others.

THE MORE YOU KNOW ABOUT OTHERS from the stereotyped role or job, the more
that stereotype breaks down and YOU SEE TREM AS INDIVIDUALS.

DUES S1110 THE GR.00P
At your school almost everyone will'seem to dress differently. BUT if you
look at your entirecommdnity or different communities in the United States
and other countries, you can get an idea of how groups of people participating
in similar jobs or roles, tend to "ALL LOOK ALIKE."

People tend to dress similar to the group they feel they belong to or :iSH
to belong with.

A persoWs dress may look "funny" or out of place only if he is dressing for
one job_or role while being in a completely different one.

I
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FINDING CUT ABOUT ACCEPTABLE
S

Although researchers are saying that the present YOUNG generation,is feeling
freer-to dresS in.terms of how they think about themselves and rejecting job
restrictions in dress, it may be a while before the publid will feel this .way.
In order to get certain jobs or play definite roles, there are some dress
expectations that if followed can often help one to be more successful.

If you are concerned with what other people will thi k of you in a certain
role or job, then the procedure below will help you anslate what you find
out into acceptable clothing behavior.

YOU CAN:
r

a. Determine the role or job for which the clothes, are
to be worn.

b: Get a consensus of what the role requires. You al-
ready have done this if you have asked your friends
what they were going to wear the next day to school
or to a party or dance, or on a particular job.

c. Get advice from the kind of people you want to impress.

d. Make your own random observations on what others in

the role or job wear.

e. Make a "Fashion Count." It is-more time consuming but
a more reliable guide for finding out the norm of dress
for certain roles or jabs. We should make a distinction
here between fashion and Ugh fashion. Fashionable dress
for a particular job or role is what the majority of
people prespntly in that job or role are wearing. It is

a norm. High fashion is the trend toward which fashion
is moving but at the present time is practiced by only
a few people.

.t

YOUR EXPERIMENT GUIDE TELLS YOU HOW TO DO A FASHION COUNT.

$
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EXPE E NT, LEARNING ABOUT STEREOTYPES'

41 Clothing Cue Test: t'
Your leader will show you pictures of people. For each one shown, write
down the role or job which you-think this person represents by his appear
ance, and ,opposite write down what about his appeararke made you choose
this role or job.

rite your answers.below as each picture),s shown,
4

Role or Job He /She Represents What Aspect of Appearance Prompted This Response?

a.

b.

ti

c.

d.

e.

f.

7

g

h.

a

4.
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WHAT ROLES OR JOBS ARE ESPECIALLY APPEALING TO YOU? Write them here.

Do you like the clothes people /gar in the roles or jobs that appeal
to you? What kind of clothes are usually worn? Write about them here.,

Do you think any of your, roles ever present a stereotype to other
people? What is it? Write about when.and how you might present a

stereotype.

Have people ever treated you with more, or less, respect because yoU
did not present the appearance expected at certain places or on specific
occasions?

Example: You may have gone shopping in cutoffs or similar wear. The
.clerks ignored you and did not go out of their way to be
helpful or polite. At another time you may have dressed up
and the responses obtained from others were much more positive.

THIS KAY BE BECAUSE OTHERS ALSO HAVE AN IDEA OF WHAT THE DEGREES OF
ACCEPTABLE DRESS ARE FOR VARIOUS JOBS OR ROLES.

When you'fit the image of the most acceptable dress, you naturally get
more positive responses from others.

Write down some of your experiences here.

2,
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DO A FASHION COUNT e'r
9r-C_OT

BelcW is a method of findrng out how many people of a group are actually
wearing what you are talking about. The method is simple. You count
people and what they are wearing. Here are the instructions:

a. Decide what you want to count. It may be length of hair or skirt
length or any number of fashion_ittms worn for-a role or job.

b. Choose the place or occasion that most people wear what you want
to count and go there. You observe. Stand in the door where
people come in or leave and everybody that goes by.

c. The longer you count, the more accurate your results will be.' One
hundred people is a good number to count. In about 10 minutes you

-should get a good idea of a trend.

d. Use.the Fashion Count Form and total each category when you are
through.

e. Bring the results to the next meeting and write a short summary,
of your findings under Experiment 2 on page 21 and bring to the
next meeting.

TO KEEP THE COUNTS CUpENT, YOU WILL HAVE TO MAKE UP YOUR"OWN CATEGORIES
FOR EACH ROLE OR JOB CATEGORY YOU COUNT.

12
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Date July 4, 1969

EXAMPLE
FASHION COUNT FORM

Time (from) 1:00 p.m. (to) 1:45 p.m.

Place Municipat Pakk

Occasion Picmcc and Dance

Weather Sunny

,

GIALS
#,

2 .

BOYS
..--

SKIRT LENGTH `HAIR LENGTH cs

10" above knee
1 1 Crewcut

. 1 1

Midthigh
ri-14 ti-tA

N-1:1 1 1 - 1 - 1 I I I 23 Short, brushed over
ti..0 11-14 10

,

4" above knee 114J 11-1.1

('NJ '. 15

/
Top' long, sides short

at neck

ri-i4 Ti-u
11-1-1 rt-4-4

r-HA I 't 26

2" above knee
,

ri-4,1 1

i

5
Top long,/sides over

-ear 114J 1111 9

Top of kned cap 'II 2 Below ear, op neck
t

II 2

Other

I

Shoulder length II .2

Not wearing
a skirt 1111 '4

Other

.
, v

,

Total People Counted 50 Total People Counted 50

Summary and Comments Because it was a picnic, most giAts weke weaning

.61thEts to mathigh. At schoot it is 4" above the knee. The now
_

ion boys .1.4 the top tong and 4.i.de4 shont at neck.

13
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Ii. , .
OUNT FORM

Date

Time (from)

Place 4

Occasion

Weather

( to)

.

t

GIRLS BOYS

.

/ ...

.Total People Counted Total People Counted

Summary and Comments

14 . AS
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MAJCP, VALUES CF. THE
A14 E PICA CULTURE I

The values following are the ideas our country has developed as to what /is
best and right for the people who live here. Values are formed out of/the
needs of groups or individuals. Values give direction to our lives. /They
tell us what is most important to us.

k/1 ERICA h.1 VALUES
COnsumer Attitude
Fun

Material Comfort
External Conformity
Individuality

Equality and Justice
Truth and Honesty

Achievement and Success
Activity and Work
Humanitarian Ways
Efficiency and Practicality
Science and Rationality
Freedom

Can you think of any more
values Americans have?
List them here.

\,

SOPIEOF THESE VALUES INFLUENCE THE ROLES WE CHOOSE AND CLOTHES WE-WEAR.

15



CIISUMER ATTITUDE
The deeam of many Americans is to buy the latest model of any-
thing on the market. We consume ball games, magazines, books;

.scenery, culture, and we buy fun the same way we buy clothes. We
can even buy fun in a bottle and become a biond.' There is a tre-
mendous emphasis on youth and, the youthful consumer. Advertisers
appeal to the young in their advertising. WE CONSUME FASHION.
Hippiesiin rejecting fahion, reject the consumer world and the
demandsit imposes, on them. An historian many centuries from'
now may make the following judgement about 20th century Americans:
"For centuries the power structure kept the middle,class impotent
by forcing them to exhaust their limited resources buying a suc-
cession of new clothes." (McLuhan:1968:159) Do all countries
have 'this consumer attitude?

Fun is related to material comfort.
Americans feel obligated-to have fun.
,--.1Vad of feeling guilty for having

much fun, we feel ashamed if we
don't have enough fun. HOW WOULD

YOU DEFINE FUN?

MATERIAL 'COMFORT

We want a high standard of
living which, to most of

vos, means good foOd4lothing
and high levels of clipnliness.
s this value universal, and

essential for'

living?

J
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EXTERN AL
CCNFCIRMITV

Everywhere
people tend to dress

like the group of people
they feel closest to.

Americans stress equality,,and be-
cause of our methods of mass produc-
tion and communichilon, we place a lot

of emphasis upon being outwardly alike in
what we buy and use. One of these commod-
ities is clothing.

We profess to be different, but we tend to
openly or subtly punish those who dare

to be TOO different. Do you know
any groups of people that are

talked about because they
do not dress as others

do?

INDIVIDUALITY
he Constitution of our country was

funded on the freedom of the individ-
u 1 - the right to free speech; to live

a ording to one's beliefs.
Th: history of our country

wil tell us that it has
bee a con- stant strug-
gle o up- hold this part
of ur Con- stitution. -Al--
th ugh this is ideally what we
elieve, it is constantly being
challenged when people force others in man-
ners of dressing as well as in ways of
thinking; The hippies value. individ-
uality and call it "doing your in

. thing."

17



Equality and Justice

Americans believe that "I am as good as the next person." It is hard to tell

the business executive's daughter from a laborer's daughter. There is very

little difference in the dress of various classes of people. With mass pro-

' duction of clothing which lowers the price, everyone can dress as well as the

next person. Is everyone in America really equal in this respect? Is anyone

at your school talked about because they do NOT have clothes that are as good

as what others are wearing?

Truth and Honesty

These are highly valued inAhe American culture. The government allowt large

r amounts of money devoted to research where honesty is essential for success

and new truths Are searched for. We legislate.so that advertising, packaging

and labeling tell the truth about products. How do you think the current em-

phasis on dyed or bleached hair and wiglets fits in with this American value?

18 t.9



TINE IFCTUIRIE MAY C114 NCI
\/ILIUIES

Already we have seen how the image of the "ideal man" or "ideal woman" is chang-
ing. Thetmal'e and female roles are not the same for every generation. The
Ideal mall of the industrial age was "all man." He was aggressive, competitive,

He hardly ever showed emotion. He is usually glorified in the west- .

erns on TV. The less emotion he showedleven when shooting someone, the more of
a man he was considered. The ideal woman was just the opposite. She was emo-
tional, intuitive, practical and submissive (McLuhan 1967:56).

Today's young men and women are rejecting these ideals of men and women and are
creating their own. As a result, ideal men and women are becoming more alike.
The young males today are no longer,afraid to display what you may call "fem-
inine" values. They are willing to reveal that they have
feelings, weakness sand that they are human. The
Beatles were one of the first groUps to display
gentleness and sensi- tivity in men.

One of the reasons
formity in dress
may 'be an ex-

aepth involve-
life. Social rit-
is a very important
of this age.

Marshall McLuhan has
returning-to TRIBAL.
the Electronic Revolution
Tribal men everywhere regard
parts of Nature. The individual

for youth con-
and hairdo
pression of
ment in social
ualism of dress
value to people

said that we are
VALUES. He said that

has caused this. ,

therdselves as integral

is merged with all society.
Today with TV, we have a global village in which all information can be
shared at once by everyone and where all walls between people are coming down
( McLuhan 1968:152). Sometimes it is hard for young people to accept the values of
taeir parents who were cut off from the world and usually confined to their own
ngighborhood group.

rr
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I CLOTHES HELP FILL YOUR PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS

One of your main needs is to be independent of adults. At the same time
you have a strong need to conformland therefore value belonging with a
group of people your own age. You also value appearing attractive to the
opposite sex.

You express this value of belonging by choosing clothes that, everybody
else in the group is wearing. There is some evidence that youth who do
not express this need to belong through their appearance are often those
who have low social confidence and participation (Ryan:294). The degree
to which you value belonging and group approval determines how you choose
your clothes.

411NDIVIDUAL VALUES

Because adolescence is an insecure period, appearance assumes a great im-
portance. Conforming to the group helps develop social confidence and
identity. This is sometimes the first step in learning to be an inde- -
pendent person with a special place, in society.

As you mature and acquire more individual values that go along with a

sense of security, you may feel a lesser interest in and need for clothes.
Until that time, however, the effects of wearing unacceptable clothes can
have a devastating effect upon you.

The more`secGre youth may be the ones who are leaders. One study
found that the originators of fads were mtmbers of prestige-bearing
cliques and were generally leaders in other types of activities. They
also tended to be popular with the opposite sex (Janney).

SHOW CAN YOU LEARN ABOUT VALUES?

One way to learn to know yourself and your values is to think about what
you have done in the past, how you have lived, and how you are living.
You can tell what others value by observing. Appearance can tell quite a
lot about another person's values. What others wear or do NOT wear tells
us what is important to them.
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Write here a short summary of what you found out from your fashion count:

Would you consider yourself fashionably dressed? Explain your dress in
relation to the norm.

Do you eiiercwear high fashion clothes?

When and where if the answer to the above is Yes?



2 HOW DOES YOUR CLOTHING EXPRESS YOUR VALUES?

tMake a list of four values you haVe. List them in the order of importance
to you.

Do your roIe (expressed in activities) coincide with your values? Make a
list.of'acfVities in which you participate every week. List the ones first
where you spent the most time through to the ones where you spent the least
amount of !time.

Are you 1.1-ppY with the clothes you have for each of these activities?

What wouldYOu change if you could?

Yes No

Do you have the most clothes for the activities you spend the most time on?

Yes No

22



WHAT KIND OF MALE OR FEMALE DO YOU VALUE?

Write here a description of your ideal man. Include with this a descrip-
tion of his-appearance, including clothing.

Write here a description of cur ideal woman. Include with this a de-
scription of her appeal-ance, i luding clothing.

+a.

A

4.

If this description' is different from.what your. parents value, desCribe
here how it differs.

0

Do you, feel that you have about the same values your parents have?
Yes No Explain below.

23
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ADVERTISING AND VALUES

Make a notebook of ads from magazines. This will heir, you understand tiow
advertisers appeal to your values and make you want to buy theii- product.
Advertiserk can often make your rbles in life seem easier to carry out if
you buy their product.

AL.

Include in the

NOTEBOOK:.

The ad.
Short list of values appealed to by the ad.

Role the product will help you to cacry out.

Example:
4

a, 44-f
Notice tne ad "Blonds Have More Fun." Which American value does
this have great appearfor? What kind of rolie does being a blond'

help with? How do advertisers appeal to men to buy clothes and
cosmetics? (or) do they appeal to women t Iry for, men?

;
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Make a picture notebook of people from a country who have values different
from your ,own or,the American culture. Try to explain why their clothing
represents different values.

4 AMERICAN VALUES-VS. VALUES OF OTHER COUNTRIES

Example:

Americans value cleanliness. We like to smell clean and cologned
and to wear neat, pressed clothes. Not all countries are able to
value cleanliness and neat clothes as Americans do. Do you know
.why or why not?

400

Cut out one picture that would represent another country's people. Give
some explanation to go along with the picture. You may choose any of the
values listed on the information sheet.

Haiti

Values

Kind of clothing worn.

25 . SR
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{HOW OTHERS SEE YOU
JUST AS GROUPS ARE DIFFERENT FROM ONE ANOTHER, INDIVIDUALS WITHIN
&GROUP VARY A GREAT DEAL IN THEIR THINKING ABOUT CLOTHING AND
THEMSELVES.

SELF Ilk /AGE
Do you think other people see you as you see yourellif? Has your

clothing given other people the impression you wantwto give them?
N Inappropriate clothing and appearance can be an indication of an

insecure personality.,

The picture you have of yourself is called your self image. Your

self image is a function of the feelings and attitudes you have
.about ydurself, your appearance, abilities, failings, and the total
organization of characteristics which you pe"rceive as distinguish-
ing yourself as an individual. Your self image may or may not
agree with/how other people see you. You may consider yourself
well dressed by your standards and others may consider you about
average by theirs.
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I_CCIAINC GLASS
How others see you is like see-

ing yoyr reflection i,n a mirror,.
(Cooley:152). You see.your face, figure

and dress in the mirror and are interested
in them because they are yours. You are

. pleased with them depending upon how well they
measure up to what you would like them/to be.

In the way you see your own reflection in the mirror,
you look at other people and try to imagine what they
think of you, your appearanCe, manners, character and

-friends. t

\

\-YOUJMAG1NE THEY THINK OF YOU HAS' EFFECI ON YOU.T

You ha e an ideal self in' mind which you-feel you must

lila measure up to. It has three parts:

.4110 it forms an opinion of how it appears to others

.0, it imagines how others judge this appearance

/V it reacts with a positive or negative feel-
ing to this imagined judgment

It is hard to look in the mirror and have it tell
you what other people think of you.

What really makes you feel pride or shame in
your appearances is not the mechanical re-

flection of yourself in the.mirror,
but the IMAGINED EFFECT YOU THINK

THIS APPeARANCE HAS
ON OTHER PEOPLE.



TEEN YEARS

While you are in your teens you are
growing in many ways, You are try-
ing to find out who you are and what
you want to do'with your life.

You are striving to be a strong in-
dividual with a self image with
Which you can be comfortable. This
is one reason you find it intrigu-
ing constantly to try out new dress-
styles, cosmetics, shaving lotions
or haircuts. YOU ARE ALSO TRYING
TO DRESS FOR THE NEW ROLES IN WHICH
YOU CONSTANTLY FIND YOURSELF (Wax:

591).

You accept some people and not
others, some dress styles and not
others, you want to become a -cer-
tain person and not anothe'r
IN THIS WAY YOU ARE CHOOSING THINGS
WHICH WILL. MAKE UP THAT SOMETHING
that is uniquely YOU.

Bey choosing,you get to know the
things in life that are important
to you. In this way you develop
a strong self image.
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Your Image of Yourself Changes As You Grow Up

J ii tj fl tr, 1fI .1 z

Every job or position you have in school or at home changes your image of
yourself. You change your image to agree with the roles you have in life.
While you were in Junior High School, you dressed like the pupils there
were supposed to dress. You wore the fashion. When you went to High
School, you probably wanted new clothes that would identify you as being
in High School. You didn't want anyone to think you hadn't grown up one
whole year by still wearing your "Junior High Clothes."

WV9W,VtneWtPeWtPqtWtPeWtPq!WtPWVP

Clothes Help You Feel Good Abdut Yourself

Clothing that makes you feel
more poised more confident,
and more in control of any
situation are clothes that
tell others about your best
self.

If your clothes keep you from.
having these positive feelings,
then they may not be the right
clothes for you or the role
you. have.

You should try to analyze the
reasons why these clothes do
not coincide with your self
image. You may want to refer
back to What Clothing Tells
and read again the part on
"Learning Acceptable Dress."

1
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EXPERIMENT 3

gwer
11111

HOW DC UCH Et S SEE ADIU
RATING SCALE

This is a rating scale that can be used withiaaroup.oirpeoplatAi%
Aet1-101You look at 'ourself in the same way the group does.

For this expei-iment you will need the Explanation of Ratings
sheet and the sheet for Evaluating_ Others. Make your final

record on the chart below by circling the numbers given
you in your: rating.

HOW TO RATE: You rate yourself. You write down
how you think the group would rate you. The
group rates you. When all three ratings are
the same for you, that means you have a
fairly good idea of the image you

are presenting to others.

Use this scale for your permanent record.

Over-all Appearance
in Relationship to

Being well Dressed
(includes grooming)

My Opinion What I Think the What the Group
of Myself Group Thinks of Me Actually Thinks of Me

1 1 1

2 2 2

;3 3 3
4.
5 5 5

Face and Figure
(or build)

1 1 1

2 2 z

3 3 3

4 4 4

5 5 5
1 1' 1

2 2 2

Individuality in Dress 3
.

3 3

4 4 4

5 5'
1

5

Confidence

1

2

3

4

5

1 1

2 2

3 3
4 4

5 5
e *,Rating 1. Much above Average

2. Somewhat Above Average,,,
3. Average

4. Somewhat Below Average
5. Much Below Average

(See Explanations of Ratings Sheet for
detail on each number)

31
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EXPLANATION OF RATINGS

A. WELL DRESSED

1. He/she is exceptionally well dressed. Nis/her clothes reflect excellent taste
and they are always well cared for.. He/she always dresses appropriately for
the occasion.

2. He/she is better dressed than the average person with whom you go to school,
but not as well dressed as the boy/girl described above.

3. His/her clothing may be described as that of the average boy /girl with whom
you go to school. At times he/she may give a better than average or poorer
than average impression. A*

4. He/she is less well dressed than the average boy/girl, though not as poorly
dressed as the boy/girl described below.

5. He /she is very poorly dressed. He/she evidences an unawareness or indiffe -n e
to proper dress. ti

, 4Vit .41

B.. FACE and FIGURE/BUILD

Use 1 to 5 evaluations. They are brief because we wish to know the over-all
impression of each boy/girl rather than your evaluation of his/her specific
physical features. Keep in mind that you are comparing with the average boy/
girl with whom you go to school.

C. INDIVIDUALITY

1. His/her clothes are extremely individual.
2. His/her clothes show somewhat more individuality than those of the average boy/

girl, but not so much as those of the boy/girl described above.
3. His/her clothes show about as much individuality as those of the average boy/girl.
4. His/her clothes show somewhat less individuality than those of the average boy/

girl, but not as little as those of the person below.
5. His/her clothes show virtually no individuality at all.

D. CONFIDENCE r
1. He/she is'always corfident of his/her ability in any situatlon. Almost nothing

could reduce his/her complete confidence in himself/herself.
2. He/she-has a higher degree of self-confidence than most boys/girls, though at

certain times he/she may not appear completely self assured.
3. He/she has as much self-confidence as the average boy/girl.
4. He/she has less self-confidence than the average boy/girl, but is not completely

lacking in confidence as the boy/girl described below.
5. He/she is extremely unsure of himself /herself, In almost every area of activity

he/she feels his/her inadequacy.

Ryan, Mary S. "Perception of Self in Relation.to Clothing." Psychological Effects
of Clothing, Part IV. Cornell University, Ag. Experiment Station,
Bulletin 905. Ithaca, N.Y August 1954:
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FOR EVALUATING OTHERS

I

Directions: Cut along lines and use each slip to evaluate one member. Refer

to Explanation of Ratings Sheet anl\use the number which best
describes each person in each rating.

Name'of Person you ,

are Evaluating

Name of Person you

. age Eyaluating

'Well Dressed Well Dressed .

Face and Build or Figure Face and Build or Figure

IndividualityIndividuality .

Confidence Confidence
-1

Name of Person you 1.

are Evaluating

Name of Person you
are Evaluating

Well Dressed

.
.

Well Dressed
A-,

Face and Build or Figure Face and Build Or Figure

Individuality

C

Individuality

Confidence Confidence

Nathe of Person you

are Evaluating

Name of Person you
are Evaluating

Well Dressed Well Dressed

Face and Build or Figure

.

Face and Build or Figure

IndividualityIndividuality

Confidence Confidence

Name of Person you
are Evaluating

Name of Person you
are Evaluating

Well Dressed Well Dressed .

L

....-
,

/4,-----"

Face and Build or Figure ' Face and Build or Figure

individuality

<

Individuality

1

Confidence .
Confidence
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EXPERIMENT 3

";',.1 ,,,,:._

41 DID ALL THRtE RATINGS COINCIDE FOR YOU?

If the three ratings were not the same"or you, that may mean that one or

both of two things is taking place. These are: Y6u are not telling others

A

by means of your clothes and appearance what you want to tell them. Other

people 6 not see you as you see yourself.

,Y/WV..\,Y)sVeYiNVe\VWee'cat<9\Y0)9V\YI.WV.,X1W

r

Do you see yourself as others see you? Interpret your ratings in the

spaces below.
t

Being well dressed
ti

1.

.

r A

Face and figure or build

,

'Individuality in dress

.

.

.

.
.

Confidence
.

. .

. -

/
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3
IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF THE SELF

Make a list here of the qualities that you think early determine a person's
worth.

Make a list here of the qualities that the people most admired at school are
admired for.

3
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yCURSE«
Peopluse clothing to show who they are and how they see, themselves.

The teen wears are the years of finding yourself and what you will,do

with youCife. They are idealistic years when you set your goals and

strive fikr- them. This searching for self may become evident in two

ways.

DielEarY
ti

You ha a strong need to express thinew self you are constantly

,discov ng. This is one'reason you often experiment with new styles,

h cu make-up and fashions. You are trying to find an image of

yo rse With which you can becomfortable and that expresses your own

un ersonaftty. You will be the last to wish to copy others or be

One else.

CO ORM1TY
Whi-1

Beca

.%tr
age
ne

sh

at

to

ou'want to be "different;" you don't want to be "too different."

this is an insecure period in your life, you probably feel a
need to belong'to and identify with a group of people your own
onforming in dress I5 a way of expressing and fulfilling this
Some youth feel this need more than others. Conformity also

ip in ideQtifying with people you admire. You will be especially

tpd to people whb are more successful than you are. You may try

ain their success by copying their way of dressing and mannerisms.

1* 39
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When life gets difficult, almost alt youth at'some
time use defenses to protect themselves. The, way youth

dress sometimes reveals the problems` they are having. They

will use dress to cover up their real selves.

The youth who "covers" usually does not see himself as his
friends or other youth do. This person may'have conflicts
with people because of this. He may not be liked at school,
yet no one is really able to place a finger on WHY NOT?

These defenses or "cover" that the young may use are -some-
times good if they do not last forever. Fora short period,
they help on mature. YouJmay call it "GOING THROUGH
STAGES." Y. may be one or a number of these people
at sometime i your life. If you, can see yourself
being one o these people, you are probably-al -,

ready on our way to becoming a more mature
person nd finding out who you are and

you place in rife.
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YOUTH WHO-MAY NOT SEE THEMSELVES

REALISTICALLY

THE CONFORMER
oR ccrulz.

This person*never seems to make

choices on his%cwri. He doesn't

seem as interested in being an

individual as he does in beccim-
ing a carbon copy of people he
admires. ,Too much of this in-

dica.tes insecurity. A girl may

copy the most popular girl at

school in dress and manners. Although they may look,alike in appearance,

'her personality and intelligence may not be anything like the most pop-

ular girl at:school.

A person may also have a very strong need for

status and so he stays "cool.-.' His personal likes

and dislikes doh't matter anymore.t' He says what

everyone'else says and wears what everyone else

wears. He is so cool and frightened that _someone

is going to think he is not "in," that helloesn't

have timeto think about another person on indi-

viduals at all. He plays a role for a very cruel.,

'audience (he thinks) and he can't make any slips.

ti-IE FLIRT

This may be-the.giri who wants tolattraat the boy Ls

attention by means, of her cIothes.1 She wears her

sweaters obviously too tight and skirts too short.

She-may wear to much make -up and too much jewelry.

She is not secure enough to attOact others by means
of her personality so she depends upon the sexual

attraction agfected by her clothes.

4
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THE EXCUSE 41) IRAIIIEIR

This person may want clothesThe does not really need either because others
have them or he thinks he needs them. In order to get themand Atill not
admit the real reason to himself, he uses false excuses for having:lhem..
The boy who says that he must have a certain sport coat or the group at
school will not accept him is giving a false excuse about his relationship
to the grbup and for buying the sport coat. He does not realistically
looksat his own worth as an individual,

/I1-11E FRC J IDE)7114)

This is the person who assigns qualities he does not
undersiond or accept in himself, to -other people-or
another person. The girl who says she can't stand
Twiggy may be tall and skinny herself. She looks for
someone else upon whom to project her unacceptable
qualities.

If 0- vh! .t" mat

THE CCFFI 1W
0

This is one who will not let yot know the real reasons
for'his dress. He may spelld lots of time planning what
he is going to wear and yet say to others who may com-
ment on his clothes, "I just threw this together." His
real reasons for dressing are hidden from people and
opposite reasons are given.
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THE

WA INTERESTED
IFERSCIk\I

This may be the person who just
doesn't seem interested in
clothes. He will never notice
what you are wearing and obvi-
ously doesn't pay much attention
to his own clothes. At an early
time in this person's life, he
may have had many very embarrass-

..ing and bad experiences with
clothes. Because of this, the
person may have decided to put
clothes out of his mind and just
say that they don't matter and
are not import'ant. If this per-

. son came from a very poor family
which did not have money to buy

. nice clothes, this individual may
have had to wear shabby things
which caused lots of frustration.
Accordingly, the person decided
that he would never-let clothes
be very important to him any more.
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1 CLOCK sICPPEI
This may be the teenager who has never quite groWn up. r he may have
grown up and then things started getting tough and he "rTtTessed" and
seemed to get childish. This person may wear sloppy clothes because
he wants his mother to take care of him again as she did when hewas
younger. He is much safer that way and he doesn't have to face his
problems or the real world.

You may have'nOticed this person in one of your teachers or another
adult. This person dresses in the styles of 10 or 20 years ago. You
may wonder why this person does not dress in current styles. There may
be other reasons but maybe this person became fixed to the clothes he .

wore when fie was happiest. Maybe life became difficult and he did not
want things to'change. One way of remaining "happy" was to continue to
wear the clothes he wore when he was happiest. Maybe your teachers
still wear college clothes even though they have been out of college
for 10 years or more. The college yers were the happiest, and their
life has not been as satisfying since.

This person may feel

so confused and

unworthy that he

'Withdraws com-

pletely into a

shell. His

clOthes are

very "blah"

so that

hardly,

anyone will'

notice him.

C
IV 11-1

FEELS
I NAIDEC Ia /TIE
This person may try to make up
for feelings of inadequacy by
dressing in showy or very ex-
pensive clothes with the right
labels. Sometimes these people
impress others as being "ego-
tistical" but in fact may feel
inferior to others.
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1T 'S SAFE
-EC I3E UGLY/

"Cosmetic and clothing advertisers assume
everybody wants'to be beautiful. Actually,
lots of people want to be ugly. It is safer.
Being beautiful forces one out into life; so
they put life away by cultivating ugliness.

This..Ls/hot done consciously, of course, but
is none-the-less a major effort by a lot'
of frightened people. They work at it,
with evident success." (McLuhan 1968:1.59)
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FAMOUS YOUTH AND THEIR CLOTHES

--- ,.
.4 .

Your leader will show you a picture of 10 famous youth. See if you can

identify the picture. Record your answers in the spaces below and op-

posite the blank where you have identified the person, write down your
opinion about their clothing.

Identify Famous Person

/

N.

Your Opinion Ahout Their Clothes

/

vs.

!!(?

,

.
/

/

iReCord here the one you 1 iled best.

46
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.Think about people you have, admired. Write down the name of one person
you admire very much.

\..-./''C'---- Q.(-1(9..-3.'-'....J----%'9

a r

/

What'about this person did you admire?

t ..

Write down the name of one person whose way of dressing you admire and
explain what you like about the person's appearance.

se

,v
of
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DEFIES ES
Study the descriptions in your INFORMATION SHEET of the youth who have not .

understood their present role realistically ol;who may look, at themselves
differently than other people do. CAN YOU THINK OF MORE ACCURATE DESCRIP-
TIONS-0F THESE PEOPLE IN TERMS OF WHAT THEY WEAR? Use the people you re-
member seeing at school and write a description below of this person. Hand
this in to your leader and ask her ,to summarize all the descriptions the
group.made and share them with you./

f
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PROPER DRESS FOR TEACHERS

Write here what you consider proper dress for'teachers. In considering

this proper dress, write down the kind of dress or clothes the teacher
you most admire would wear. -

,

,-.
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UNIQUELY YOU

What colors and styles in your wardrobe distinguish you as unique?

`' " "

Where do you get ideas for the clothes in your wardrobe? Do fashion
magazines influence your buying? Do you have many things th-at are
like what your friends have? (Not exact copies, but similar styles.)
Write in the space below the things you think have the most infldence
on the clothes you buy.

ate

I`
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